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Boys Discuss

Congratulations,

Dating Problem
Vernon and Ned!

See Page 4

SA Council Approves
Election Regulations
Th e Executive Council of the
St udent
Association
recently
passed a set of rules regulating
elections for student political
offices. They were heartily approved by Dr. George Benson,
president, and Virgil Lawyer,
dean of students.
"Although we have had no
serious problems concerning student elections," commented Joel
Anderson , Student Association
president, "such regulation is
long overdue. The rules are so
stated that there will be no misunderstanding in the future. "
Chairman Repsonsible
An elections chairman, appointed by the Student Association
president, will be responsible for
discharging the rules. The elect ions chairman must r emain nonpartisan during campaigns and
elections.
On the day of the election, no
politicking will be allowed in
t he voting area. All signs and
posters must be removed from
t he voting area and no election
official may wear tags or otherwise advise or express a prefe rence to any voter.
The elections chairman must
select poll clerks and shall submit a list of clerks and altern ates to the Executive Council for
a pproval before the election day.
The polls must be staffed at all
t imes by no fewer than two
election officials.
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Voters Sign Roster
As each voter registers, he will

Speech Students Get
Four Superior Ratings
Har ding s t u d e n t . s returned
home from th e Arkansas Speech
Festival held March 6 and 7
at Fayet t eville with four superior
and four excellent ratings.
Winne rs at the m eet, sponsored by the Arka nsas Speech Association were Ken Simmons,
radio speaking; Dalton Eddleman,
prose r eading and poetry reading; and Duane Warden, oratory,
all with superior ratings.
Those rating excellent were
Milton Reed, prose reading; Warden, entertainment
speaking;
Connie Taylor, or atory; and Jimm y Ar n o 1 d , extemporaneous
speaking.
Three achieved a rating of
good. They wer e Reed , entertainm ent speaking; Judy Owens, ext emporaneous speaking; and Bill
Oliver , ra dio speaking.

sign a class roster and, in addition, an election official will m ark
his nrune on a master list as he is
given a ballot.
The order of listing candidates
on the ballot will be determined by a drawing so that each
candidate will have an equal
chance to draw first place. Before, candidates were listed alphabetically.
No
preliminary
count will be taken.
A committee of five judges,
chaired by the elections chairman, will count the votes. Judges
will be chosen by the elections
chairman and will include one
member of the Executive Council.
Each candidate or his representative may sit in the tabulating room as the votes are counted.
Ballots Locked
Ballots will be impounded
under lock in the Student AsThe one-act play "The Man in
sociation office after they have the Bowler Hat" by A. A. Milne
been counted. If there is no con- will be presented in the small
testing of an election, t hey will auditorium March 17 at 6:30
be burned after 24 hours.
under the direction of Marilyn
Any candidate who questions McElroy.
the returns of the tabulating comReminiscent of a silent movie,
mittee or who feels that the the play is a story of a middleelection was fraudulent may sub- aged couple, John and Mary, playmit a complaint in writing to the ed by Jim Gardner and Linda Jo
Student Association president Rogers. They become involved in
within 24 hours after the results plots of an international crime
are posted. In such a case, the ring and the love of a young
president will call a special ses- couple.
sion of the E xecutive Council to
The cast includes Bill Whitten,
Kaye Buck, Milton Reed, Roger
Californian to Interview resolve the matter .
Any student who violates an Perhacs and Mike McCubbin.
Prospective Teachers
election regulation, who votes
Marilyn McElroy is a social
Miss Dorothy May Gibson, as- twice or who tampers with a science major from Royal Oak,
sistant personnel director for the ballot box is subject to suspen- Mich. Assistant director is Jim
Bakersfield (Calif.) School, will sion from school by the faculty Curtis.
Admission is 10c.
be in the Placement Office next Student Affairs Committee.
Monday, March 16, to interview
elementary and junior high
school teachers. Appointments
should be made in advance with
the office.
Many schools are contacting
t he Placement Office now about
openings for the 1964-65 school
At the general m eeting of the alternatives will be (1 ) books
year. Interested students should Student Association last Thurs- for the library, or (2 ) a student
check the bulletin board and the day night, those present rejected loan fund. In both cases, a tinted
tea chers' basket in t h e Place- the previously adopted Stapleton picture and a plaque would also
ment Office for possible locations Memorial, a prayer chapel, by a be purchased and placed in the
fo r next year.
new American Heritage Center
vote of 146-57.
A second proposal was adopt- and Alumni Building.
Alternative Plans
A Cappella Exchanges
ed unanimously to refer the seIf the amount given is more
lection
of
alternative
plans
to
W ith Hendrix Chorus
t he Executive Council of the SA. than $300 but less than $600, the
alternatives are (1) an oil paintForty-four A Cappella members
To Honor Mrs. Stapleton
ing and a plaque for the alumni
t raveled to Hendrix College Mar.
The proposed memorial will center, (2) books, or (3) a loan
10 as a part of the chorus exchange trip between the two col- honor the late Ruby Lowery fund. If one of the latter two
Stapleton, associate professor of were selected, a tinted picture
leges.
Chorus members were guests of English, who was murdered in and plaque would be purchased
and displayed.
t he college for the noon meal and October.
At its regular weekly meeting
If the amount is more than
w ere given a tour of the campus.
"Their new Fine Arts building Tuesday evening, the Executive $600, the alternatives are (1) a
was really impressive," said Ken Council adopted several alter- loan fund and tinted picture, or
native selections, which will be (2) an oil painting and books.
Davis, director.
The Hendrix chorus will visit determined by the amount of
The final selection will be made
Harding Apr. 11 and will sing in money con tributed.
without discussion by students
If $300 or less is given, t h e during short chapel Mar. 19.
chapel.

McElroy Play
Set March 17

Prayer Chapel Memorial Rejected;
Alternative Plans Chosen By Council

PROMINENT PERSONS PRESENT at the dedication of Armstrong Hall in 1950 were (l. t o r .)
Mrs. Florence Cathcart, Dean L. C. Sears, Vice-President Clifton Ganus, President George S.
Benson and Mrs. Benson.
·

Profile Of A President

Dr. Benson's Tenure As l-4arding President
l-4as Been A Period O f Growth, l:xpansion
By Hope Shutts
Upon accepting the request to
become president of Harding College in 1936, Dr. George S. Benson and his family left China,
returning to the United States
by way of the Bible lands and
European countries.
During their trips to and from
China, the Bensons had circumnavigated the globe.
At the time Dr. Benson assumed his presidential duties, J . N:
Armstrong becrune p r e s i d e n t
emeritus. He also remained head
of the Bible department until his
death.
1936 Enrollment
Dr. L. C. Sears, presently oi
the English department, continued as dean of the colle ge.
The enrollment in 1936 was 318
as compared t o approximately
1100 this semester.
The appareance of Harding
campus has changed much during the 28 years Dr. Benson has
served as president. In 1936,
Pattie Cobb Hall, the Science
Building, the laundry and the indoor swimming pool occupied
the same location.
The center of most activity,
however , was in Godden Hall, a
multi-purpose building. It served
as administration b u i l d i n g,
library, post office, bookstore,
music studio, high school academy and m en's dormitory. In
addition, it housed t he auditorium
where daily chapel a nd worship
services were held.
Considerable Expansion
Expansion of Harding through
the years can be seen in that
nine new buildings have been
constructed to take the place of

Godden Hall. The first new building constructed was Armstrong
Hall, men's dormitory, completed
in 1950.
There was a small gymnasium
to the rear of Godden Hall.
Where Cathcart Hall now stands
was an ele m entary school building.
The present American Studies
Building space was occupied by
residences of two Harding teachers, B. F. Rhodes, history and
Bible instructor, and S. A. Bell,
science teacher.
Mortgage Burned
Among his first duties, Dr.
Benson found a large mortgage
that needed to be paid. Three
years and two months after he
became president, on Thanksgiving Day, 1939, the burning of the
mortgage was celebrated.
About a year after t he burning
of the mortgage, work was begun on a home for Dr. Benson
and his family. It was completed
in June, 1941, having been built
by Harding workmen and student labor.
Until this time, the Bensons
had resided in the Pattie Cobb
Hall apartment, where Mrs. Inez
Pickens, dean of women, now
lives.
National Recognition
Dr. Benson received his first
national recognition when he appeared before the House Ways
and Means Committee to request
national economy.
In China, he had seen great
poverty. Awe at the extravagent
waste of Americans prompted his
action. Since then, he has become more and more interested
in good government and, con-

sequently, the warding off of
threatening international Communism.
Being called upon for many
speaking engagements, he found
it convenient and timesaving to
travel by air. Thus, he accepted
an offer of a second-hand plane
from a manufacturer.
Camp Tahkodah
Among his numerous interests
and a c t i v i t i e s, Dr. Benson
operates Camp Tahkodah, which
he purchased in 1942. It is located in the Ozark Mountains
near Batesville.
Each summer, two sessions of
four weeks each are held for boys
eight through sixteen years old.
Two weeks of each summer, it is
operated as a Christian youth
camp.
Through the years, he has
filled many preaching engagements and has spoken for numerous lectures. He serves as an
elder of the College Church of
Christ and teaches a Sunday
morning Bible class.
Bensons Hospitable
He averages three gospel meetings yearly. Dr. and Mrs. Benson
h ave always been hospitable to
visiting ministers and missionaries. One of their first considerations when building a home
was a guest room.
Dr. Benson had hoped to send
mission groups to China and
the Orient, but soon after his
return to the United States,
Communists forced all missionaries to leave. He is still
hopeful of establishing a Bible
school in Hong Kong, a British
crown co.Jony.

Industrious Petit Jean Staff Meets March 9 Deadline

SANDY CHILDERS, editor of the 1964: Petit Jean, discusses a
page layout wit h staff member Florence Klemm.

BUSINESS MANAGER Leighton W~ters and David Bur k s,
photographer, choose pictures for t h e adventising section.

LARRY RUCKMAN, sports editor for this year's annual, reads
a final proof on a page in his section.
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Election Regulations Indicate
Superior Work Of SA Council

By Gary Lucas

In this year's edition of the
Student Handbook on page 35
under the heading "Standards of
Conduct," article five, reads as
The recently approved election regulations adopt- follows:
"Questionable conduct, immoral
ed by the Executive Council of the Student Associa- literature, indecent pictures, haztion are an indication of the type of work Harding ing and destructive practical
students can expect from the council for the rest of jokes are not tolerated."
In the current edition of the
the year.
pamphlet Regulations for Men's
Elections Haphazardly Conducted
The voting regulations are a milestone in the Dorms, page five, a question and
history of the association. Previously, elections were its answer is written:
"Q. Is it permissible to have
conducted rather haphazardly and at times minor obscene
literature, nude pictures,
problems and misunderstandings resulted. However, etc. in rooms? "
this year's council saw the problem and immediately
"A. Absolutely not. Such things
solved it.
are completely out of harmony
During this semester, members of the council (with Harding principles). Playare devoting most of their time to various studies of boy magazine and such like may
campus problems. A committee of the entire council, be removed from your room by
chaired by Joel Anderson, is studying academic af- the dohn manager."
DeteITeDt Rules
fairs, scholastic incentives and study problems. It
These
regulations are meant
plans to prepare a lengthy report on the study to be
to deter students from reading
presented to the dean of the college by the first of literature
of a questionable naMay.
ture and literature that is noAnother committee, composed of past and pre- thing short of indecent. They are
sent class officers and headed by Jim Wilson, is meant to elevate the reading
standards of Harding's students.
studying class organization.
Subscribers to Playboy magaWork Is Extensive
The work of this year's council is probably the zine claim that there is much
most extensive in the history of the Student Associa- very good literature to be found
tion. We hope this becomes a precedent and a tradi- between the pages adorned with
unclad young women. They also
tion. Much of the credit can be given to the high assert that reading of such
calibre of students who compose the council.
literature gives one insight into
However, leadership is the most important in- the lives of "the other half" of
gredient and in Joel Anderson the Student Associa- the world. One would wonder
tion elected a tremendously ambitious, farsighted, why such a magazine with so
capable and diplomatic leader. Our hats are off to many things to offer is so censored at Harding.
him and the rest of the council.
Some Accept Everything
-P.S.
Some may be able to read
obscene literature for literature's
sake! that is, some may be able
to discern the right from wrong
or what may lie in between.
Others may not have developed
so critical a mind and accept all
written material as truth, or at
Most Americans had his or her private opinion least that part which satisfies
of the late President John F. Kennedy, and the great their own desires.
Yet, though obscene literature
majority did not want to see him assassinated and
is banned, the literature, though
were horrified by the dastardly act.
not obscene, that is placed on
Not A Martyr

Nation's Grief For Assassination
Being Exploited By Opportunists

However, he was not a "martyr" as Howard K.
Smith, Chet Huntley, Walter Lippman and men of
their ilk call him at every mention of the assassination. What does the word "martyr" mean? According to Webster, a martyr is "a person who voluntarily sacrificed his life for a cause." This definition
does not apply to the late president.
Alive, he seemed at an amazing low with Congress and the people. But dead, he suddenly became
of priceless value to some who were able to "use"
his death as a rallying call for their own convenient
purposes.
Many of the bills he couldn't get through Congress are now being pushed through in memory of
Kennedy. If the civil rights bill was not good before
he was assassinated, it is still objectionable now and
should not be passed.
Propaganda Tool
This "memorial for John F. Kennedy" idea has
almost become a mere tool of partisan propaganda.
As one senator so ably put it, " It must be stopped
before they give the whole nation away as a memorial for John F. Kennedy."
Public grief is normal and to be expected. But
when the sincere sympathy of a nation is taken advantage of and excessively exploited at the hands of
a party of artful political opportunists, as is being
done in America today, it spells grave danger for our
country.
-S.C.
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"Liberty is found in doing rieht."
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The Room Of Books

On Critical Reading

Editorially Speaking

copies l ie

Second class postage paicl M Searcy, Arkan8u.

By Sylvia Aday

tables in the student center or
what comes through the mail
unrequested, is not regulated.
The editor of the Bison has
already called the attention
of Harding students to a mailed
newsletter attacking Jews. He
pointed out that many of the
arguments in the circular were
in error and that he felt the assertions made by the author were
false and unfounded.
Dumb Dope
Many times men of great intellectual stature put their scholarship aside that they might
"grind their own axe." One often
wonders if the "D. D." following
a name doesn't mean "Dumb
Dope!" For this reason one must
read all literature very critically.
One paper found on a student
center table attacked the UNICEF
organization, calling it a "communist inspired" organization and
one that aided our enemy, Red
China. Their assertions might be
correct but the arguments presented were not enough to prove
such.
Before one should accept this
as truth he should consult the
Lord's teachings on the loving
of one's enemies. ·
Christian Duty
You have a right to accept
what you wish to believe and a
right to read what you wish. As
a Christian you have the duty
to discern good from evil and
the duty to accept only that
which is good.
You were given a mind by your
creator. Use it as you read all
literature from trivial things
meant for enjoyment to the
heaviest works of literature. Read
Biblical commentaries just as
critically, for all literature except 66 books was written by
humans capable of error. Read
and search for that error that
you may not jump on a "bandwagon" that is in error.
It is not what one reads that
corrupts or edifies, but what one
accepts from that reading as
truth!

A few years ago I hit it lucky
by stumbling into the wrong
room on my return to the dormitory. I don't know how it
happened, but I found myself in
a room completely filled with
books.
It was obvious that no one
lived here because it was dusty
and stuffy, and there were so
many books that only a small
area of the floor was traversable. I quickly closed the door
to hide the interior from other
eyes and began to examine my
find.
I picked up the top book from
one of the stacks on the floor
and opened it, only to be shocked
to find that my name was written on the flyleaf. I was quite
puzzled for I had never seen the
book before, but here was my
name written in my own handwriting.
Curiously, I began to choose
books at random from the
shelves which lined the walls
of the room and from the stacks
on the floor. Each one I opened
contained my name.
There were hundreds and hundreds of novels, essays, Jl0€IDS,
ancient manuscripts, philosophical treatises, etc.; here was the
finest literature of the world,
and it belonged to me!
I hurriedly returned to my
own room and informed my
roommate of my mysterious discovery. I joyously told her that
I had found my purpose in life.
Truly, it was my duty to read
and to study the books I had
found.
I no longer could waste my
time on the trivial, inconsequential affairs of daily life. I
must withdraw into my private
sanctuary and there incorporate
into my own mind the finest products of the minds of men of all
ages.
This is now the fourth year of
my labors within the secret
cloister. My friends put food and
water outside the door, and I

The Threat: To Freedom of Expression
By Jim Wilson
"Free criticism," said Carl L.
Becker, "is the cardinal principle
. . . of democracy."
From Socrates and the other
ancients, through western Europe
and the evolution of English common law, down to the sudden
blurting out of ideas in 1776
and 1789, we proudly trace the
blue thread of the liberation of
the human mind. Freedom of
thought and expression has become axiomatic with us.
Red Thread
In an infinitely greater way,
from the ti.me of Christ, through
Martin Luther, Alexander Campbell and others, we trace the red
thread of the liberation of the
human soul.
Not only the cross won freedom from guilt, but also freedom
from hierarchies and from opinionated church dogma. This left
each man free "to work out his
own salvation" as "a free moral
agent."
The first thread was to leave
us bound only by nature and the
second only by God. That these
two threads suspend free is our
social and religious heritage.
Tranquil Playground
And so here we are, serenely
playing in our own tranquil little
playground within the haven of
Ilium. The well-grieved Achaians
are throwing themselves at our
walls. Now we snatch a look'
over the side, see the blood and
muck, turn up our noses and
jump back on our merry-goround. We have found the answer. We have truth.
There are echos among our
playmates, pleasant little ditties
that tingle in our ears.
"How grand it is we weren't
born Norwegians, but rather
were born under a perfect
government."
Sneer At Cynic
"The first true gospel preacher
since apostolic times has entered
Bavaria." "True Christians for
the first time are meeting in
Rhode Island." We feel warm
inside and sneer at the lanky
cynic who is mumbling something
about "the Amish, the Pedobaptists and Roger Williams."
". . . the perfect way . . . in
its fullness . . . now free of
digressives . . . now that he's

learned the whole unadulterated
truth and is one of us ... "
Round and round we go, the
whirling, the jabbering, the turning out of the lights.
"How fast we are growing!
You can't say that we have really
had the truth but at the most
sixty years. And look! Here's our
rank and number. In Nashville
alone there are exactly...."
Subtle Vibrations
Meanwhile, though on a different frequency, more subtle
vibrations are being emitted. We
hear them as sepulchral gurglings.
". . . for we know in part
. . . now I know in part . . . in
the course of hum.an events . . .
a decent respect to the opinions
of mankind . . . free communication of thought . . . the most
precious rights of man . . . in
faith, unity . . . in opinions,
liberty..."
These hummings are not so
comfortable to the ear. Somehow they repel their possessor
from the pleasantness of party
security. He loses his sense of
completeness. He is left dangling,
maybe even thrown from the
merry-go-round.
Absolute Truth
Absolute truth is next to non-

existant in the physical sciences.
The social sciences are still
grossly imperfect. Then is it
really mandatory for our well
being that we petrify every
political and religious opinion we
have? Must we pile up these
rocks in our heads? The rub is
that taking the vitality out of
our beliefs does not really petrify
them. Rather, they rot.
"The surest way to lose truth,"
ad.mitts Gordon Allport. "is to
pretend that one wholly possesses
it."

Alpha
By Jim Wilson
Searchnotforidealtruth,
Fruitless centuries confess.
She may be pure,
Of flaxen flesh,
Of golden hair,
Still, perfect, full bloomed,
Gift of Ceres yet unharvested.
But how strained would be
communication with
Our Greek goddess!
Rather, make the object real.
A darkened blotch becomes
A beauty mark And we love even more.

occasionally stop to eat, even
t hough I feel that I am once,
more being seduced by the needs
and the laziness of the flesh.
Beside me there is an evergrowing pile of books that I have
read, but there are so many that
remain to be read. I am constantly overwhelmed with my
ignorance and ever feel the compelling force within me that
goads me on to more and more
learning.
Each day that passes finds me
increasing in knowledge and wis·dom, and yet each passing day
finds me more discontented even
though I am fulfilling my purpose.
Perhaps in five or ten years
I will have mastered the work I
have stacked around me, and
then I will once again enter the
world. But I will enter as a new
individual, for I will be filled
with an understanding of the
mankind around me.
From the writings of man, I
will have discovered the answer
to the eternal question, "What
is man ? " I will walk smiling into the golden sunlight and extend my hand to fallen mankind.
There are no windows in my
cell, and I have almost forgotten how man looks; my memory of man is growing dimmer
every day. Outside my cloister
I hear the wandering, wavering
steps and the hopeless cries of
others.
For a moment I waver in my
purpose and allow myself the
thought that perhaps now I
should open the door and go out.
Perhaps I could spare a few moments of my precious time for
the ordinary life.
But no, I must not yield; I am
not ready yet. I sigh and pick up
another book from the mountain around me. Only ten more
years and I'll be ready . . .
Truth is as impossible to be
sailed by any outward touch as
the sunbeam. - Milton

l~e~---1
Dear Editor:
During the fall semester, the
members of the Oriental Missions
Club conducted a drive to collect
books, Bibles and good clothing .
to be sent to the brethren at
Korean Christian College near
Seoul.
Now that the drive is completed and we know how much
was given, we wish to take this
means of saying "thank you" to
all those who gave so liberally.
We were highly pleased at the
response of students and faculty.
Some 250 pounds of books and
clothing, most of it given by students, was packed into 14 boxes,
crated and shipped to KCC. This
is a small measure of the way
Hardingites have responded to
various pleas for help over the
years.
Only three items were not in
excellent condition, and even
those will find some usefulness
in the work at the college.
Gene Conner, President
Oriental Missions Club
He who wears his morality but
as his best garment were better
naked.

Dogs go to College -Blitz and all the gang.

Two Maior Parties Offer No Clear Choice
By .Bill Whitten

in the world today are hampered
by a multiparty system or a
totalitarian form of governing.
Neither of these systems have
yet proved successful. Our's has
been described by many as the
greatest in the world.
What do the party labels,
Democrat and Republican, mean
today ? For a long period of
time, it seemed that the Democratic Party stood for the common people. The Republican
Party stood for big business and
the higher class of people.
The Democrats always found
their main strength in the South
and in large northern cities. The
Republicans relied upon the
Midwest and some New England
states. The Democrats used to
convey a conservative image,
while the Republicans were tagged with a liberal label.
Parties Have Changed
Today, though, the faces of the
political parties have changed as
eve rything else has changed. Nothing remains the same for any
long period of time.
Now many of the small merchants and common men tum to
the Republican Party. The Demo-
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BILL WIUTTEN PORTRAYS the hero in the coming Little
Theater production directed by Marilyn McElroy, The Man in
the Bowler Hat.
- PHoTo BY CURTIS

WYATT
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Have 'New Look'

crats are finding strength in
some of the wealthier sections of
By Salena Cogdell
Are you a Republican or a
the country.
Democrat? After you decide
Many people believe that the
Aha, sir! So you do care what
your answer to this question,
tide is also turning in the South. you wear! If you didn't, you
state the reasons. How many
The South has always been con- wouldn't be caught dead reading
major differences between the
sidered solidly Democratic, but a fashion article, and you surely
two can you list?
now even some important mem- must've known by the title that
The two party system was set
hers of the Democratic Party you wouldn't be getting the
up in this country as the best
admit that they are worried latest sports news.
way to give the people a fair
about losing support in the
So quit c~nging , enjoy yow;choiee. This is the true meaning
South.
, self, and adm1~ that women. aren.t
behind the two party system
·
h R
bl" the only fashion-mongers m this
At t h e sam~ trme,
t e epu ~- world!
and this has helped us to becans are losmg some of their
New Look In Clothing
come : one of the world's great
support in the Midwest.
powers.
Since men no longer sport
Successful System
fedoras or watches on black ribBoth Parties Split
Many systems of government
bon fobs, the National Association
In ~ch of our two major of Retail Clothiers and Furnishers
parties today, we find a definite cannot be accused of mere wishsplit. In the Democratic Party ful thinking for promising at its
are found the southern Demo- Feb. 9-12 convention that the
I
crats and northern Democrats. male wardrobe will really have
II
In the Republicans one finds the a "new look" this spring.
I
division between the conserv aThe well-dressed American
tives and the liberals.
man will shine from top to toe
At the conventions of each of in light, bright, iridescent colors
the parties every four years, we that come in fabrics which
are a ble to see these two fac- stretch and bend when and
tions at work. Usually at the end where he does.
of the convention, we have both
And everything's so washable,
sides compromising on a platform so drip-dryabl e. To prove it, all
and candidates.
a fellow has to do is take a
*FLOWERS
In this way both parties end plunge in the pool, run around
up with platforms almost identi- the block a couple of times, and
cal to each other. Also the two take a nap on the living room
' ; * CORSAGES
he's all
parties' candidates are of about couch, and presto! the same political beliefs. They ready for dinner at Antoine's.
Novelty Suits
feel the same way on most of
, . * PLANTS
Duo-tone suits - also stretchy
the major issues.
are another novelty this
No Clear Choice
spring. The light gray, blue and
olive tones, interwoven with the
2 Barbers on Duty
For these reasons, the voters
old standbys, black and brown,
1213 E. Race
in this country do not have a
On Friday and Saturday
could be conducive to colorclear choice to make on election
blindness, as the wearer appears
CH 5-3723
day. This is one of the major
in one color by day and another
reasons why the percentage of
120 W. Race
by night.
voters
in
our
nation
is
so
low
On the Square
Seer-sucker is once again makcompared to those in many
ing its comeback in the form of
._..~~~----~---~-,~·--··--,~··\:::========================~ foreign countries.
dinner jackets and summer busiWhat can we do about this ness suits, no less. Its strength
problem? Many people feel that and versatility was demonstrated
we should make the Democratic by a professional tumbler who did
For The Best In
Party the liberal party. This a round of side-splitting circuits
would lose them much of their in mid-space, landed and made
Quality and Selection
southern vote, but they would his exit with creases intact.
gain voters in the New England
Jackets are in loud plaids and
states.
checks; slacks, slim and trim SHOP AT
They also feel that the Re- many with plain fronts and withpublican Party should be made out belt loops.
However, in the midst of these
the conservative party. In this
way they would lose their New revolutionary innovations, one
England vote to the Democrats, conservative note remains
CH 5-4415
l 00 SPRING STREET
but would gain a majority of cuffs are still well below the
the South.
knee!
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CLARK'S CONOCO
Tune-up and Brake Service
923 East Race

CH 5-9743

---~

II

Federal Aid-Boon Or Bane?
Federal agencies are supporting
colleges and universities to the
tune of two billion dollars a year
with more than 90 percent of
the money going to about 100
big institutions. Most administrators say this aid is on the whole
beneficial and must increase.
But others believe just as
strongly that "federalization and
centralization of education are
destructive and must be halted."
Paul Friggens reports the pros
and cons of the situation in a
January Reader's Digest article,
"Federal Aid To Colleges: Boon
Or Bane?"
Lures Away Teachers
He finds most ot the money is
spent for "costly, mushrooming
government-sponsored research"
that "lures many of our best
teachers away from the classrooms . . . Thus undergraduate
education is devalued, and a
good many youngsters are shortchanged in their education."
Faculty m em b er s receiving
grants switch full- or part-time
to the federal payroll and report
on their project to somebody in
a government agency. "A university's control over its own
destiny has been substantially reduced," says President Clark
Kerr of the University of California.
Extravagance Abounds
"Projects are duplicative and
+ • -• -

uncoordinated," writes Friggens,
"extravagance and waste abound
. . . since the great bulk . . .
is being poured into research for
national defense, health and
space, this is creating dangerous
imbalance in our academic programs."
To withstand the dangers implicit in federal involvement,
President Robert F. Goheen of
Princeton warns, we must have
greater private support of education. One proposal is for tax
credits. A taxpayer could in effect pay part of his income tax
- up to $100 - directly to a
college or university of his choice.
"Stampede To Disaster"
Many schools now maintain
Washington offices or representatives to seek grants. John
A. Howard, the young president
of Rockford College in Illinois,
calls the clamor for federal funds
a "stampede to disaster" and insists that the federal programs
destroy institutional initiative,
stifle diversity and exert undue
control.
His college is pushing an 18million-dollar expansion program
without federal funds. For similar reasons, Brigham Young University at Provo, Utah, has rejected more than three million
dollars in federal aid in the last
five years.
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STOTTS DRUG STORE

I

1001 Items For Rent

I

Out of Pawn Sales

FEATURING

"Be Thrifty"
Searcy's Leading Sc and $1.00

AAA RENT-ALL and FIX-IT SHOP

FOR ALL YOUR DRUG NEEDS SEE STOTTS DRUG

SAVE

STERLING STORES

Bicycle Repairs

SHOP IN MODERN CONVENIENCE

CHS-4445

800 West Race

SHOP -

with

1

Electrical Repairs

Marcelle Cosmetics
Revlon
Coty
Dorothy Perkins
Max Factor

STOP -

I
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'K, oberson's

FREE STORAGE

FOR ALL YOUR INSURANSE AND
REAL ESTATE NEEDS
See

ON YOUR CLOTHES
Why bother taking or sending
clothes home? Let us store them!
• You pay next fall for cleaning and mothproof bags
j .

'K,endezvous

• Insurance available -

Elzie Darden Cleaners
Phone for
·complete details

CH 5-3633

I

Contact Us For
WINTER AND SPRING BANQUETS

Ia
!
=

Serving Good Food For 27 Years

THE NEXT TO NEW SHOP

!

208 North Main

CH 5-5137

-

~

We will carry only good, used, cleande and pressed 5

=

clothing. Men's, women's, and children's clothing and ~
g accessories - We need them now!
5
§
5
E

Ed McDaniel

CH 5-5838
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You're Always Welcome
For a Snack or Meal

Low cost.

East Market

'K,estaurant
The 3 R's of Good Eating

ONLY.

EUBANKS AGENCY

~

Let Us Sell Some Clothes For You

I Mrs. Wayne Beckman

§

~

Mrs. Gale Stewart ~
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Patty Beets, Editor

Formal lnvifations, No Flowers

Harding Men Make Suggestions About Dating Problem
By Patty Beets

guest Sheila Mitchell also attend:ed.
New officers are Marta Henley,
president; Jacquie Daniel, vice
With the advent of spring comes the series of club president; Judy Epperson, secrebanquets and a few third functions. March 16 will be a tary; Janet Turley, treasurer;
busy evening, with three women's clubs, Tofebt, Gata and Sherry Baltrop, historian, and
Delta Chi, having their banquets.
Betty Spenser, reporter.
Tri-Kappas are planning their third function for the
Omega Phi
following evening.
Spring semester off~cers . for
Theta Psi
Omega Phi are Jackie King,
The Sharks and the Jets took Marie Laird, Weldon Calloway; president; Marilyn Fenley, viceover the Pumping Station for a Patty Beets, David Peebles; Terri president; Rita Rachel, secretary;
rumble March 7, complete with Cutshall, Johnny Vaughn; Faye Nina Stanford, treasurer; Charwater guns and knives. "West Bush, Jim Wilson; Doris Bush, lotte Humphries, reporter; and
Side Story" was the theme of Ken O'Neal; Eve Ellis, James Marilyn Vaughn, song leader.
the Theta Psi third function. De- Barnes; Sandy Ward, Terry -On February 24, members ·of
Omega Phi and their guests encorations were traffic signs and Smith.
joyed a "Strictly Modem" bana mural of the New York City
Also Jill Graddy, Tommy Hootskyline at night.
en; E=a Stanley, Brian Collins; quet at Buck Powers.
Guests were Dr. and Mrs.
Gang members and their dates Jo Stanley, Ron Wilson; Karen
were Ann Eckerberg, Bill Laird; Mayhall, David Day; Jeanette James Atteberry; Dr. and Mrs.
Ballard, Dwayne Van Rheenen; R. T. Clark; Mr. and Mrs. RusKathleen Phillips, Jerry Selvidge; sell Simmons; Jackie King, CarMary Ann Eddy, Jim Brown; Mr. roll Osburn; Charlotte Humphries, Phil Dixon; Nancy Dasher,
and Mrs. John Prock and Cam.
Ned ·Boaz; Anita Hobby, Roger
Former members Anna Mooney
McCown; Carol Reynolds, Vernon
and Lanell Murray were special
guests. Lola Murray also attend- Rogers; Rita Rachel, Ronnie
Robertson; Nina S t a n f o r d,
ed.
Dwayne Van Rheenen; Heidi
Ko Jo Kai
Heid Donnie Thompson; Carol
The Ko Jo Kai social club had Sex~n, Jerry Baker; Clarita
a "Sadie Hawkins, Valenti..'1.e's Bartley, Bill Laird.
Entertainment was privided by
Day" third function at the PumpMartha Koger, Jo Ann Kelly
ing Station.
Those attending the Feb. 14th and Margaret Ashley.
event were Marta Henley, William Tucker; Karen Hardy, Don
Samanie; Barbara Williams, Bill
Clark; Mary E 11 en Baskin,
Loverd Peacock; Kakie Corbett,
Don Whalen; Betty Spencer,
Dwight Robb.
Shirley Johnson, Weldon Calloway; Freda Ferguson, Jim WilJoe Cunningham
son; Jacquie Daniel, Ron McFarland; Judy Daniel, Wilt Martin;
Raymond Hill
Diane Russe11, Wayne Arnold;
Carol Pruca, Jerry Woodard;
Paula Spenser, Phil Merrill; Mr.
1515 E. RACE STREET
and Mrs. Buford Tucker.
Club beau Del Brock and his

Advent Of Spring Brings Banquets

the boy does not respond by to wear one. Social pressure of
showing a mutual interest, in being one of the three or four
How do boys like being asked that case yes; but if just to be who didn't buy a flower is
to social club functions by girls? asked to a function by a girl for rough." (He bought a corsage
How do they feel when an the first tiine, no."
for each of the four banquets he
obviously nervous young female
How do you think the dating has gone to so far this year!)
comes up and asks them for a
situation could be improved'!
date?
"For one thing the girl could
In a recent survey, Harding ask the boy more in advance
men were asked these and similar rather than putting it off to the
questions concerning the situa- last minute, Also the girl should
tion of dating for women's social ask someone with whom she is
club functions. The following are fairly well acquainted ."
representative questions and
"When the girls are trying to
answers:
decide who to ask to their funcWhat is your reactjon to being tions they should try to ask
asked for a date to a gir]s' cJub someone they at least know. I I1
function?
know several cases in the dorm ·
"I feel almost trapped."
where fellows have been asked
"What are we going to have by girls they didn't know. If a
to eat?"
girl wants to ask someone who
"It's a compliment. I enjoy it she does not think knows her,
if I have time. They are usually she should make an effort to get
lots of fun and give me a chance introduced before asking him
to get to know a lot more peo- out."
ple."
" By planning different and 1
Would you accept all invita- more exciting things to do at
tions, no matter who the girl their functions. Most of the
is? Why or why not?
girls' club functions that I have
"Yes, if she will pay me the attended have been almost alike,
compliment of asking me, I'd be especially third functions."
pretty low not to accept."
"Have the girls send a formal
"No! I have some standards
invitation to the bo·y s by mail.
they must meet."
This would change the situation
"Yes. I hate to be turned
enough that the girls shouldn't
down myself."
feel out of place."
"Yes, there's not much of a
"Girls should not be afraid to
way out."
How do you think the girl ask a boy to a function. I have
feels about asking a boy for a heard of some who refused to go
to their functions because they
date?
Drapery - Rugs - Tapestry
"Most girls seem to be re- were afraid to ask someone to
go with them. Don't be afraid
luctant."
104 North Spring
"Unless she is dating a boy - we enjoy it!"
regularly, I imagine it is a
"By not only making it comrather painful, embarrassing ex- mon knowledge that the boy
periepce."
doesn't have to buy a flower for
"The boys understand the sit- a banquet, but make it against
uation so the girl should not feel the rules don't allow a girl
out of place at all."
New Tires - Retreading - Front End Alignment
"I think most girls feel inse895
South Main
CH 5-4620
cure and out of place. In our
society it is not natural, but
that is not to say it is wrong."
+•--•--111-1n1-un-•- • -- •-•- •--•-ms-•-rm-•-1t11- 111-•-'!'
"Depends. May consider it a
.
I
great opportunity or an unpleali
sant duty."
I
Ii
Do you think you are being
NEWEST
SPRING
FASHIONS
chased?
"Absolutely not - maybe even
avoided!"
"Well, sometimes I get a perClub Groups
secution complex from these hotClub banquets
blooded Harding girls because
they get on your trail like a
Weddings
bloodhound and you can't lose
I06 North Spring
CH 5-3455
. them."
"If a girl continually asks a
BLACK AND WHITE
boy to her club function, but

I

East End
Barber Shop

SEARCY CARPET CENTER

City Tire Service

Photographs .

..
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OR COLOR

DO ALL YOUR
GROCERY SHOPPING

CALL OR SEE

I
I

a

I
•

I
I
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WEST

1
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~ White House II
f
II Grocery & II
I1 Market
I!
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Harding College Press
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HEUER'S SHOE STORE
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SHOE BOX
Welcome Students

West Side of Square -

Highway 67 at the "Y"
+ - • -111-•-111-11-111-•-•-•n-
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IDEAL SHOP
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BUCK POWERS RESTAURANT

• -t

!
1
!

I

i
i
;

l

Steaks -

Seafoods

Buck's Special Salads and Dressing
I

"Good Foods Served Right"
Phone TA 8-5700

!
I

I

Highway 64 and 67 -

Beebe

11

l
l
l
I

CH 5-9688
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STARLITE ROOM

Laundry & Cleaners
Cleaning - Pressing - A1terations
Wet Wash - Fluff Dry - Finished Service

ALSO COIN OPERATED AUTOMATIC LAUNDRY
• First In Dry Cleaning
• Approved Sanitone Service

I

l
I

•
l
!
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You Are Always Welcome

+•-

102 North Spring

Banquet facilities in the
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Florshein Shoes - City Club Shoes
Wesboro - Young Men's Shoes
Famous Velvet Steps & Show Offs for Women

CH 5-4914

•lI

Students get free delivery on order of $2.00

Res. CH 5-3965

~

All Types Piece Goods and Sewing Needs

FROSTY TREAT
Hamburgers
Thick Shakes
Malts
Pie in the Sky

+·-·--·-·---·-·-·----+
~

SEARCY FABRIC CENTER

STEWART'S

e
e
e

' I

DI AL
CH 5-4291
East Park Ave.
Greg Rhodes, Mgr.

'·•

Sports Spectrum

Powder Puff Parade
By Marie Laird

In one of the most interesting
games of the season. Independents trampled Oege 31-21. Oege
fought as hard as possible, but
the Independents just outplayed
themselves. With Prock, Gardner and Altman as forwards and
Mayer, Huff and Ryan holding
down the tall Oeges, nothing
could stop them. Martha Gardner
scored 15 points and Mrs. Ted
Altman tallied 12 for Independents .

Basketball is quickly coming to
a close with spring coming. Softball will be the next big event
in women's intramurals.
There are only four clubs left
in the roundball tournament:
Omega Phi, Independents, Theta
Psi and undefeated MEA. Omega
Phi defeated Regina 18-2 in a
very fast, rough game Wednesday night. Also Wednesday
night, Oege beat Ko Jo Kai withCongratulations to Jackie King
out any trouble 23-11. Snow
White was high scorer for Oege for her outstanding ball playing
Thursday night in the All-Star
with 14 points.
Game which won for her the
trophy for the most valuable
+----•-•-•-•-i.-•-•-n-11+ player.
She played ball like sbe
never played before. If the ball
hit the floor Jackie was there
to retrieve it. Her free-throws
were numerous and accurate.

i

I

Look for the coming of the
championship basketball game.

1
1
1
I

i Specializes in
I

I
I

I

II
i

Charcoal Burgers
Thick Shakes

r-·--·---.._. _,, __'T
i
Modern 1
I Barber Shop I
I

Highway 67 East

I Block From Campus

j

I

You Will like
our work too!
Lots of folks do.

I

Elmer Jackson

f

Fast Service

I

f

Two individual tournaments
are now in progress - two-man
basketball and b a d m i n t o n
tournaments. The third round
of the basketball tournaments
should be played.

f

lI
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You're Always Welcome at the

MAYFAIR HOTEL
Private Parties Our Specialty

3 Dinning Rooms At Your Disposal

I 03 North Spring

CH 5-4681
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No Longer Easy To Judge
Who Is Athlete, Who Is Not
By Gary Lucas
An athlete has been always
very easily recognized either by
grace of m o v e m e n t or an
outstandingly well-proportioned
body rippled with muscles. Now,
times ar changing. The muscular
chap may be an athlete or he
may well be a health buff or
"casanova" trying to lure a fair
young thing by his manly physique.
With the late President Kennedy's program for physical fitness the appearance of the Harding College student and of the
rest of the citizenry of America
has changed. Some of the better
constructed males on our campus
are not all products of the athletic program but a part of Dr.
R. T. Clark's research department.
Uneasy To Judge
It has become exceedingly
frustrating to try to judge from
appearance who are athletes and
who are not.
The accent on development of
the physique has affected other
areas of our culture as well as
those previously m e n t i o n e d.
Politics is a field most drastically
affected.
It has always been of little
difficulty to discern a politician
from any group of individuals
which he may be a part. The
man with the best-developed
mandible muscles and the largest
oral cavity could well be counted
on for a position in politics.
If his abdomen was well
rounded and usually filled to

Talkington
Gulf Station
South Main
and Park Avenue

Gulf Products

"SEEMS LIKE EVERYBODY WANTS
Hardware -

Furniture -

capacity with fine and exotic
victuals and had an outstanding, irresistable urge to kiss
young children and lovely ladies,
there was no doubt about the
matter. He was a politician !

I

"Bay-Windows" Out
Now, except for the older
coalition of
statesmen
and
government officials, the "baywindow" has been replaced by a
more slender waistline. The fine
foods that used to fill it have
given way to spicey Mexican and
Italian dishes. The fine banquets
have taken second place to barbeques and the official taste in
music has s w i t c h e d from
Stravinsky to "Hootenannys."
i
So completely has the change
been made that Americans no
longer picture the individual with
the well-developed jaw and large
cavity below the nose as a policician. Who may well come to mind
are world's heavyweight champion Cassius Glay or baseball
Hall of Farner Luke Appling,
coach of the Kansas City Athletics.
CLIFF CLARK, selected as the outstanding major league all-star,
The rugged i n d i v i d u a l so
accepts his trophy from Gerald Clark, president of the PEMM
characteristic of American athclub.
- PHOTO BY HILLIS
letes of the past has become the
symbol of White House aspirants.
To see a man caught in the
middle of the metamorphosis one
might turn his attention to the
senator from Arizona. Goldwater
By Rob Barber
the Big Ten with six markers.
is trying to prove that not only
Walter Cunningham made a coucan he stick on a horse with a
Lead by Cliff Clark and Norman
ple of spectacular plays for the
free rein, but he can ride right Preston, who hit for 14 and 12
Big Ten in the closing minutes
into the Executive Mansion on a points respectively, the Southbut all was in vain.
tongue that apparently has a free west League won the Major
Cliff Clark was chosen as the
rein also.
League All-Star game over the
outstanding player of the game.
Big Ten last Thursday.
Atlantic Tops Pacific
The Big Ten dominated most of
In the preliminary game the
the first half. They held a lead
Atlantic beat the Pacific in the
of from two to six points for
Minor League All-Star game. Bob
18:42 minutes, but the Southwest
Harpole lead his team to victory
got hot and the score was tied at
with 12 points and numerous re21 at the midway mark.
bounds. Gerald Gwin hit for ten.
It was the Atlantic team
Southwest Pulls Away
We Welcome
all the way. They lead by 11-2
The second half was a dif- before the Pacific could get startALL STUDENTS
ferent story. The Southwest seem- ed and at half time the scoreed to put on its shooting hats. board read 29-24. In the last half
For the first two minutes both the Atlantic got 25 to the
109 West Market
teams swapped baskets but the Pacific's 19 for a final score of
Searcy, Arkansas
pace was too fast for the Big Ten 54-43.
and the Southwest could not
Walt Van Blair was the outmiss. Preston got nine of his 12 standing player of the Pacific
in the last stanza, while Clark League with 13 points and excelhit for eight the final half.
lent rebounding. He got support
Jim Landers played an out- from Tony Webb who also netstanding game for the Big Ten. ed 13 for the losing cause.
He popped in 17 points but
Bob Harpole was chosen as the
could get no help from his team- outstanding minior league allmates. Eddie Miller was next for star.
Housewares - Appliances

Southwest, Atlantic Teams Victors

CATO'S
Barber Shop

r---..

Gifts For All Occasions

I

Free Parking
311 East Race

CH 5-4611
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T

Radio &Television Servicenter
COMPLETE HOME FURNISHERS
FURNITURE - APPLIANCES
"Arkansas' Most Dependable Radio and TV Service"

SOUTHWEST CORNER
COURT SQUARE

WELCOME
...

OE'S

Super
Market

r-·

See the comple+e new line of 64 Ford's
BrinCJ us vour Repair Work
Regardless of Make or Model

GET READY FOR SPRING

SHOP AND SAVE
at

BEN FRANKLIN
WOOD-FREEMAN
LUMBER COMPANY

·.

S H 0 P and SA V E

11 • Love Bright Diamond Rings
The Registered Diamonds that Assure you of
Permatient Value Always

• Sterling Silver by Gorham. Towle, Wallace.
and International.
• China by Lenox and Syracuse
• Crystal by Tiffin. Glastonburg

• Johns-Manville Products
• Coleman Heating

Two Watch Repairmen for the Finest in
Jewelry and Watch Repair

Your Ford Dealer

THE HOME OF THE TRADING POST

+-•11-1o111-•n-111-mn-1n-111-1111-•1-11n-111-111-n11-..a-1H-•-•n-•-•-•-•-•+

Highway 67 East
Across from White County Motor

• Benjamin Moore Paints

WHITE COUNTY MOTOR CO.

CH 5-2893

Finest In White County

Harding College
Students and Faculty

1201 EAST RACE

400 South Locust

CH 5-3591

Parrish Jewelry
Court Square
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Altman Lists Baseball Schedule;
Bad Weather Forces Squad Indoors

Rogers, Boaz Named

To All-AIC Positions
By Gary Lucas
Harding's Vernon Rogers was
once again named to t he All-AIC
basketball squad aft er missing the
honor la st year.
Rogers, the tallest regular for
t he Bisons, was the big factor
in their fourth place tie in the
league. H e could always be depended on to score when the
points were desperately needed
and it was he who started many
of the fast breaks that characterized the Bisons this season.
Leading Rebounder
Rogers w as the Bisons' leading
rebounder as he tried to fill the
big gap in Harding's games this
season. But h e was called upon
more oft en for scoring duties
whether they were t wo pointers
off the fast break or his one::
hander from the corners.
The other All-AIC cagers are
unanimous choices Leon Clements from Ouachita and Lavaughan Robertson from Arkansas College, Tom Davis of ASTC

By Don Johnson

Harding Keglers Top 2700 Barrier;
Organ Bowls High Series With 587
By Larry Yurcho
Sparked by the top scoring of
Dennis Organ, Dave Graf and
Larry Yurcho, the Bison keglers
finally cracked the coveted 2700
barrier with a whopping 2717.
· They got good support from Rob
Barber and Vernon Rogers who
both broke into the 500 bracket
w ith 515 and 516 respectively.
Organ High With 587
With a 226 final line, Organ
finished with a 587 - high series
this year far the Bisons. Graf,
with a high of 199, had a 552
and Yurcho's 547 with a 193
high game got the Bisons set
for their first 2700 total.
Jerry Bolls' 506 and Ron
Barnes' 503 went for naught as
the team rounded into the form
shown last year in the roll-off.
Reports from the AIC office in
Little Rock show the following
scores after three rounds. Tech
with an 8315 holds first over
ASTC's 8152 total. Harding increased its hold on third with a
7690 pinfall over Hendrix's 7507.
They are followed by Henderson,
7384, Arkansas College, 7246,
and Arkansas A & M, 6701.

Ba seball Coach Te d Alt man has
24 men on his roster in preparation for the baseball season which
begins March 16.
Coach Altman list s only six
lette rmen on his squa d , which

and Bill Boley of Arkansas Tech.
Harding landed a position on
the second team in the person
of Ned Boaz. Boaz, the opposite in
stature of Rogers, kept Bison fans
on t he edge of their seats with
his ball-stealing, fast-breaking
and literally running circles
around his opponents.
Little Big Gun
The littlest man on the squad
was the big gun in the Harding
attack on many occassions coping both scoring and r ebounding
honors.
Boaz's t e ammates on the
honor squad are Ouachita's Bill
Heaton and David Kossover, with·
Kent Ritchey of Hendrix, and
Carroll Richards and Solon Mobley of Arkansas A & M.
Boaz and Kossov er tied for
their selection; both are juniors.
Kent Ritchey is the only other
junior on the team wh ile the
rest are seniors.
Tom Davis and Leon Clements
are the only juniors on the first
team.

Bison Baseball Schedule
.... . Practice games

Arkansas Tech (2)
ASTC at Conway
4

... . Confer en ce games

(2)

Conferen ce gam es

Arka nsas Tech (2)

13

Hende rson State a t Arkadelphia (2) Conference games

18

LRU

20

Ar k ansas A & M at Monticello (2) Conference games

25

Sout h ern State (2)

27

Ou achi ta at Arkadelphia (2)

..... ....... ... Conference games

2

LRU

9

Ouachita at Searcy ( 2)

Practice games

Conference games

The gam es, w hich w ill be seven inning contests, will begin at
1:30 p.m.

CAPTAIN OF THE BISON basketball squad, Vernon Rogers, was
recently selected to the first All-AIC team.
-

Get Your

BE WELL BARBERED

PHOTO COURT E SY O F PR OFFICE

Dres s Ma terial And

fifth round and averages for 15
games are:
Bowler

h a d done no outside pr a cticing
prior to Tuesday. The field has
been wet, so the only practice
ha d been conditioning in t he
gym . Alt ma n hoped to be outside
by Tuesday; if regular pr actice is
delayed late into this week, t h e
opening game may be can celled .

Series

Avg.

Barber ............ ... ..... ... 515

159

Surprise Quizzes
Are Unfair Tests

(The following article, writen
165 by Margaret McKee, is r eprinted
from the Memphis Press-ScllniBolls ......... .............. .. . 506
166 t ar.)
The teacher who gives a surGanus . .. ... .. . . . . . .. ... . . .. .. 440
154
prise quiz ought to go stand in
Graf ........... .. .. .... .... ..... 552
167 in the corner - or get a verbal
pa ddling. Same for the teacher
J ohnson .. ... .... .. ........ . 483
156 wh o gives a test so tough that
Organ .... ... .. . . .. . .... . ... .. 587
172 most of the class fails it.
So says Mrs. Jean Reiss, a testRogers ..... . . .. . . ... ........ .. 516
156 ing expert with the Educational
Testing Service of Princeton, N.
Webb .... ........ ...... .. .... 461
147
J.
"Students - too many of them
Yurcho ...... ................ 5'47
182
- have good reasons for hating
In the intramural league, TAG tests," she said. "For one thing,
leads Beta Phi by .046 percent- many teachers teach one thing
age points after six weeks of in a class, then give tests on
competition. Currently, Bill Tho- something else.
"Good tests encourage students
mas of TAG holds both individual honors with a 580 series and to acquire knowledge and develop
222 single line. Sub-T-16 holds their ability to think.
"Bad tests may handicap stuboth high scores in the team race
dents in school and even throughwith 2685 and 933.
out life."

Barnes ..... .... ............... 503

Sewi ng Supplies

FAMILY

SHOE STORE

Central
Barber Shop

AT

LANGLEY ' S

Randcraft Shoes for
Young Men
Natural Poise and
Petite Debs

3 10 N. Spring

National
Fabric Center

J ulian

Jimm y
Ode

Poll Parrot Shoes

123 North Spring

For Children

305 NORTH SPRING

••coCA·COLA•• AND • 1 coKI"' AJtl

. . ...Ta. ID

TRAIUt•MARll

WHICH IOENTll'Y ONLY THI PRODUCT OP THIE COQA...CDLA COM PAH'V

East Side of Square

Whe re Faculty and Stude nts come
for the BEST in A uto Repai rs.

Individual Competit ion
In the singles race, Rotter of
Teachers had a tremendous 656
to take over first with a 1747.
Harding's Yurcho moved up one
place to fifth with 1644. Tech
has four bowlers in the top ten
and ASTC has three. There is one
man each from Harding, A & M
and Arkansas College.
After five sets the Bisons are
averaging 2582 per series and 172
pins per single game. The conference leaders are averaging
2771 and 184; this gives an indication of how far the Bison
keglers will have to go to catch
t hem.
Fifth Round
Intercollegiate series for the

Precision Equipment

HART AUTO SERVICE
Good Cars Made Better
346112 South Main

CH 5-3221

SKAT .ELAND
Roller Rink

Mrs. Harris Cafeteria Special
Ham Salad
Chicken Salad
Tu na Fish
Hamburger
French Fries
Salad

Ladies Half Price
Thu rsday Night 7:00- 10:00
and
Sunday Afternoons I :30-4:30

Your Choice For Only 65c
On The Square

For Fun and Recrea t ion
New Prices and Time Schedule

Regular Time
CH 5-9789

Bowl for fun and good health .
Enrich your association by making
new friends
at

WHITE COUNTY LANES
Enioy America's
No. 1 Participating Family Sport

Monday, Tuesday and Thursday
Nights 7:00-10:00
Friday and Saturday Nights 7:00-1 I :00

Private Parties
Sunday and W"ednesday Nights After
Worship Services
Mornings or Afternoons
Monday Through Saturday

Girl talk. Boy talk.
All talk goes better refreshed.
Coca-Cola - with a Iively Iift
and never too sweet - refreshes best..
things

go

b~~th

Coke
TRA0£·MAM~

Call CH 5-9707 or CH 5-2190
For Tim e and Prices

Bottled under the authority of The Coca-Cola Company bys

COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF ARKANSAS
SEARCY, ARKANSAS

•

